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Message from the Registrar

Eric Wredenhagen

Registrar and CEO

2017 was a year of significant growth and change for CMTBC in a
number of areas, as we worked on ways to interact and communicate
better with RMTs, without ever taking our focus off our core publicinterest mandate.
When I joined CMTBC as Registrar
in July 2016, one of the things I
learned very quickly was that many
registrants were less than satisfied
with CMTBC’s online registration
and database system (often referred
to as “the portal”). While many
registrants were able to navigate
the portal successfully, too many
found it difficult to use, confusing,
and unreliable. In my first
registration renewal period (20162017), I experienced many of the
old system’s shortcomings first
hand. As a result, one of my first
commitments for 2017 was to bring
in an entirely new portal and
website that would be easier to
interact with for both RMTs and
staff. Thanks to a great deal of hard
work both by staff and by the
College’s vendor, Thentia, a new
portal and website went live on
November 1, 2017. While there
were some (not unexpected)
glitches and issues, as with any new
system, the overwhelming
consensus was that the new portal
was a significant step forward in
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terms of ease of use, and that the
new website made accessing key
information easier both for
registrants and the public.

That theme of greater
usability, openness,
and transparency was
carried over into several
key changes made to
the College’s financial
reporting.
As of January 1, 2018, CMTBC’s
financial year coincides with the
calendar year and the registration
year. As a result, it will no longer be
necessary to perform the complex
financial reconciliations that were
required to align the financial year
with the registration year. It will also
be easier to determine exactly what
our costs and expenditures are for a
given year. Supporting this change
are the additional changes we
made to how we report costs and
expenditures: these are now

grouped by key regulatory area
(e.g. inquiry and discipline, or
quality assurance) so that it will be
easier for everyone to see how
CMTBC’s costs relate to the
fulfillment of its mandate. And
because of careful management
and control of expenditures,
CMTBC has now begun to rebuild
the financial reserve that existed
in the past, but which had been
depleted before I joined the
College in 2016.
Another key change in 2017 was in
the way we approached our annual
general meeting (AGM). Currently,
CMTBC’s Bylaws in effect treat
AGMs as if they were corporate or
society AGMs, and registrants as if
they were shareholders or society
members. In particular, the Bylaws
were drafted to enable RMTs to
propose, debate, and pass
resolutions at an AGM. However,
the Ministry of Health subsequently
noted that there was a potential
(Continued on next page ... )
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conflict between allowing RMTs to
pass resolutions directing the Board
what to do, and the Board’s
responsibility under the Health
Professions Act to act in the public
interest “at all times”. Consistent
with common regulatory practice,
the Bylaws were amended to
provide that even though
registrants could debate, vote on,
and pass resolutions, no resolutions
were binding on the Board. In 2017,
we looked at this situation and
decided that the AGM should really
be about listening, dialogue, and
consultation. Resolutions were still
brought forward, but the Board
committed in advance to
considering all of them (except
those that were voted down by the
RMTs in attendance), and the focus
was deliberately placed on open
communication rather than on
adversarial debate.

Many RMTs commented
favourably on the 2017
AGM as a positive
experience, and we took
it as an endorsement of a
direction we will continue
to pursue.
I have sometimes heard RMTs say –
and one may hear similar messages
in other professions – that CMTBC is
not the friend of RMTs, it is the
“cop”; and that for support, RMTs
should look to their professional
association. There is a degree of
truth to this: at CMTBC, we never
forget that our first duty is to protect
the public, by promoting high
ethical and practice standards, and
– where necessary – by holding
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individual RMTs to account for
misconduct. But at the same time,
I believe that most professionals
find better reasons to maintain a
high standard of professional and
ethical behavior than fear of being
caught if they don’t, and the
College has shifted its focus to
reflect this. We will continue to deal
appropriately with those few
registrants who unfortunately fall
short of professional standards, but
we are equally if not more
concerned to support all RMTs in
elevating their level of practice
(from what is already the highest
standard in North America),
because that is how the public
benefits the most.
2018 will bring further growth and
changes. CMTBC is committed to
continuous growth, evolution, and
improvement. We have begun the
very early stages of redesigning our
quality assurance processes for
what will come after QA Cycle 12,
and will consult extensively with
RMTs to gather information about
their practices. We will continue to
refine and develop the new online
portal and website, and work on
making them even more userfriendly for RMTs and the public.
We will look for new ways to
communicate and consult with
RMTs. And, of course, we will
continue to respond in a fair,
unbiased, and objective way to
those members of the public who
contact us with a complaint about
an RMT.
On a personal level, I want to
express my thanks to the members
of CMTBC’s Board, who guide and

support the College’s delivery of
our public interest mandate.
In particular, I want to thank three
departing RMT Board members
whose terms ended on March 31,
2018: Michael Wiebe, Brent
Rowland, and our Chair, Cathy
Ryan. Each has contributed greatly
to the growth and governance
of CMTBC. (See the roundtable
interview with them on pages 5-8.)
Similar thanks go to Dr. Marilynne
Waithman, whose term as a public
Board appointee ended on
December 31, 2017, but who
fortunately continues as a member
of our Quality Assurance
Committee. CMTBC relies on the
generosity of the Board and
committee volunteers who donate
their time, energy, and talent to the
public interest. Last and by no
means least, my thanks go as always
to CMTBC’s dedicated and
hardworking staff, who make my
job a great deal easier than it
otherwise would be.

Eric Wredenhagen
Registrar and CEO

Message from the Board Chair

Catherine Ryan

Board Chair

As I conclude my second term as a CMTBC Board member and Board
Chair, reflection is only natural. Reflecting back on so many positives is a
process that stirs deep gratitude.
Over the four years I’ve served on
the Board, the College has
transformed and evolved in many
ways. No specific event or
experience calls out as the most
significant. The learning curve has
been steep and fascinating –
collectively the experience has been
a professional highlight for me.
The saying, you really understand
when you’ve walked a mile in
someone’s shoes, holds so true in
this case. The role of a regulator and
depth of responsibilities navigated
and carried out is best appreciated
when you put on the shoes and dive
into comprehensive exposure. The
clarity and understanding I have
gained has had a far-reaching
impact for me, including in clinical
practice. As an RMT, I’ve always
practiced from a patient-centred
perspective, and certainly this
perspective has deepened even
further as a result of my time on the
CMTBC Board. At the same time,
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I have become more aware of the
importance of how we as a
profession engage with the public,
and how CMTBC as a regulator
expresses RMTs’ collective
responsibility to engage in a way
that is professional, ethical, and
competent.

My RMT colleagues,
I highly encourage you
to consider engaging in
CMTBC committee work
and running for a Board
position. You will find
that as much as you invest,
you will surely receive
back ten-fold.
With both professional and
personal experiences, it is
engaging and building
relationships with people that has
the most lasting and deeply
meaningful impact.

It has been a pleasure to work
alongside people I highly respect
and genuinely enjoyed spending
time with. Thank you my fellow
Board members and CMTBC staff
for what has been an enriching and
memorable time. I so appreciate the
rich discussions, and that while
maintaining a clear focus on the
mandate of public protection, such
thoughtful consideration was
always given to the profession
being regulated – to us, the
registrants.
I am proud to be a CMTBC
registrant and honoured to have
served as Board Chair.
All the very best going forward.

Catherine Ryan, RMT
Chair, CMTBC Board

Back row (left to right):
Nicholas Aubin, Catherine Ryan,
Brent Rowland, and Lynne Harris.
Front row: Ashley Leighton,
Claudia Lee, and Michael Wiebe.

2017 Board of Directors
Catherine Ryan, RMT

Nicholas Aubin

Ashley Leighton, RMT

Marilynne Waithman, Ph.D

C H AI R

PUBLIC R EPR ES ENTATIVE

FROM APRIL 2017

PU BLIC REPRESENTATIV E

Brent Rowland, RMT

Lynne Harris

Shoko Nagai, RMT

Michael Wiebe, RMT

V I C E -C H AI R

PUBLIC R EPR ES ENTATIVE

U NTIL MARCH 2017

Kathryn Hodgson, RMT

Lorna Pawluk, Q.C.

UNTIL FEBR UA RY 2 0 17

PU BLIC REPRESENTATIVE

Claudia Lee, RMT

Perminder Tung, LL.B, J.D.

Marieka Zimmerman, RMT
FROM APRIL 2017

PU BLIC REPRESENTATIVE
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Mission

Vision

Ensuring the public’s right to safe, ethical,
and competent massage therapy through
excellence in regulation.

Innovative regulation
that shapes the future of
exemplary health care.
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Giving back to the community
by serving on the CMTBC Board

(left to right) RMTs Michael
Wiebe, Catherine Ryan,
and Brent Rowland

On March 31, 2018, three RMTs who have significantly contributed to
CMTBC completed their terms as Board members with the College:
Catherine Ryan, who served as Chair, Brent Rowland, who served as
Vice-Chair, and Michael Wiebe. The three RMTs participated in a wideranging roundtable interview about insights they gained from serving
on the Board.

5

What insights have you
developed about regulation of
massage therapy from your time
on the Board?

place and the length of the process,
and that the College makes unified
decisions and speaks with one
voice, is pretty important.”

Michael Wiebe: “Learning the
process in general, seeing what
happens behind the scenes, and
following through with regulation is
incredibly helpful. When you’re a
registrant, you don’t see what
happens behind the scenes and
what leads to a certain decision. So
understanding the process that’s in

Catherine Ryan: “It’s the deep
complexity of all the moving parts
of a regulatory college. As a
registrant, and I’ve been a
registrant for almost 30 years and
have been engaged with College
work to varying degrees over the
years, I have a pretty good sense of
the College and what their role is.
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But just the complexity of all those
moving parts has been really
refined for me.”
Brent Rowland: “For me it’s really
understanding the role of regulation
and the necessity for the public
protection piece, and also bringing
the perspective of a practicing
registrant and understanding how
our expertise plays into that role of
protecting the public.”
(Continued on next page ... )
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How important is self-regulation
of massage therapy in BC, and
what does it contribute to the
profession?
MW: “Self-regulation is an
incredible honour to have within our
industry because what it means to
me is that people who do the work
that is being regulated actually have
a voice on how it is regulated and
enforced. Without that you could
have government placing people
from completely different careers
and perspectives, which is
important to have, but not only have.
So regulation for massage therapy
could look very different if we did
not have self-regulation and we did
not have the voice of massage
therapists at the table.”
CR: “It is an incredible privilege to
self-regulate, and it’s so important
for whoever’s doing the regulation
to have the perspective of the
profession. As is the case with any
kind of profession, you can have a
general sense of what that
profession does in the course of a
day, but unless you’re involved in
the day-to-day practice of it, there
are so many nuances about what
we do that perhaps would be
overlooked by individuals that
weren’t engaged in the profession.”
BR: “The privilege and the honour
of being self-regulated is so
important. One of the benefits that
we bring to it, being massage
therapists, relates to the fact that
any regulator has to make at times
very tough decisions. We as RMTs
understand and bring the
knowledge of how those decisions
are going to affect RMTs on the
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ground. So with that perspective,
we’re able to temper those
decisions with an amount of
perspective, and I don’t think
people from other professions or
industries would be able to do that.”
How important has it been for
you to bring your own
professional knowledge and
perspective to the Board, and
what has that process been like
for you?
MW: “It’s important because every
professional has a different type of
practice in massage therapy.
There’s no one type of massage
therapist. It’s so broad, and each
and every one of us has a unique
background outside of massage
therapy that we’ve brought to
massage therapy and then brought
to the table. So to have so many
viewpoints that are so remarkably
expert, beautiful, and unique adds
a deep base of knowledge at the
table when we’re making
decisions.”
CR: “I think each one of us brings
different types of life skills that
we’ve acquired over the course
of our lifetime. We bring the RMT
perspective, but we also bring
those additional perspectives.
So you get more of a comprehensive
perspective when you’re making
decisions on behalf of the College
and, ultimately, for the public.”
BR: “I’ve sat on some other boards
and some of the communication
that happens can be dynamic and
aggressive at times. But as RMTs we
should all have very strong
interpersonal skills. We understand

what it means to be health care
providers and to care for patients. I
think it brings a level of softness to
our role on the Board that has, at
least in my experience on this
Board, allowed for a greater ability
to work together.”
Being a Board member involves
collaboration and interaction
with the other Board and
committee members, and also
with CMTBC staff. How has that
experience been for you?
MW: “It’s been terrific. It’s really
important to understand what the
role of the Board is in relation to
what the staff is doing, and to be
really clear about the reach of the
Board and the responsibility for
decisions that come down from the
Board and how they affect the staff.
The remarkable amount of work
that the staff does in order to fulfill
what the Board has decided upon is
incredible.”
CR: “We know there was a time
when the structure, the nature, and
the type of Board was very different
from what we currently see today. I
came in with the new governance/
oversight type of approach.
Personally, serving on the Board
has been a career highlight for me.
It’s been just an extraordinary
opportunity to engage in dialogue
at such a level. The staff and all of
my fellow Board members are so
utterly respectful in engaging with
one another. It really has been
fantastic, just great on all levels.”
(Continued on next page ... )
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BR: “The type of people that I’ve
gotten to interact and work with on
the Board has far exceeded my
expectations of the quality of work
that’s being done. It’s just been a
real joy. My hope is the RMT
community can be proud of the fact
that our Board is a leader in the
health care profession. Even though
we’re a small college, I think there’s
a lot of other health care regulators
that look to us because of the fact
that we have such a well-operating
college with an innovative, forwardlooking board.”
Volunteering to be on the Board
and committees involves a
substantial commitment of time
and energy. Why was it
important for you to make that
commitment?
MW: “It’s important to make the
commitment because I can see how
important it is to do the work. Like
many of the people at the College
and on the Board, when you see a
problem or you see something that
needs to be done, I usually want to
be the person to do the work. I’d
rather get involved and be part of
the change rather than sitting back
and not helping.”
CR: “Engaging in my profession in
every capacity that I possibly can is
important. You owe a certain level
of responsibility to your profession,
to give something back, to
contribute in whatever meaningful
way that you can. So that’s why that
level of commitment has been
important to me personally.”
BR: “I think there are many RMTs
around the province who see an
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opportunity for growth in
professionalism and respect for our
profession. One avenue towards
that is through promotion of the
profession, which the association
does. But another avenue that a lot
of people don’t realize is that if
we’re going to have a wellrespected profession, we also have
to have a very well-respected and
well-operating regulatory board.
So that was important to me
because I think it suits the skill set
that I have.”
During your time on the Board,
what are the most significant
advancements that CMTBC has
made as a regulatory college?
MW: “The online portal has been
delightful. Also over the years I’ve
seen the College clearly defining
itself and cleaning up the Bylaws in
order to really define what the
College is supposed to do based
on the mandate from government.
So it seems now the College is
much more aligned with serving
and protecting the public rather
than promoting massage therapy.
I think in some cases in the past
there’s been some bleed over.
It really feels like the College has
made a step to become a much
more high level functioning system
in line with what the government
has mandated they do, and they’ve
done it really well.”
CR: “I think the efficiency and
effectiveness with how they
manage complaints. That’s been a
significant evolution for the College.
And communications as well is
another significant evolution in the
way that the College is getting

information out to the public as well
as to registrants.”
BR: “The other big piece that I’ve
seen is the way that we are handling
our entry-to-practice exams is just so
much more defensible. The product
before was a good product, but now
we have a defensible, reliable, source
of entry-to-practice, and I see the
College using that same model, that
same set of values moving forward
into changing the quality assurance
program. It’s that whole mindset of
making sure that we are professional,
that the things we’re doing are in line
with what government has mandated
us to do, and that we’re doing it with
best practices.”
For all of the achievements that
you mentioned, at one point they
came to the Board for discussion
before the College went ahead.
What was the role of the Board in
contributing to these initiatives?
BR: “I started with the Board in
2010. At that time the Board was
what we call a working board, and
so the Board took an active role in
the operations of the college. With
the recent changes that we’ve seen,
the Board is more of a
management/policy oversight
board. So we depend on the fact
that we have a dedicated, hardworking, and very skilled staff and
group of committee members that
come to us with a clear picture:
‘Here’s what we feel that is the right
way to go. This is the reason why.
This is the impact that we see it’s
going to have on the registrant
base, the public, and the College.’
(Continued on next page ... )
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And then we can make informed
decisions about what to do.
Sometimes we have to make very
tough decisions, but there always
seems to be a very clear path for
where to go.”
CR: “What I’ve observed is the
College consistently monitors input
from the Ministry of Health.
Sometimes the Ministry will make
some changes so the College has to
constantly monitor that and be
nimble in its ability to roll with that,
as well as input from registrants and
feedback from the public. Then that
information comes to the Board and
we have discussions about setting
priorities. We went through
strategic planning a few years ago.
That really helped to set the
priorities. The Board is always
engaged. I’ve heard from other
people – not with our College but in
other organizations – that as a Board
member, they feel sometimes they
don’t have much of a voice. That
they feel they’re just like a figurehead. I’ve never felt that as a Board
member with this College. I’ve
always felt very much involved, very
much engaged, very much at the
forefront of decision-making.”
MW: “We’re part of a risk
management cycle that’s
continually turning. It’s neverending, and part of that is when we
get the information the College
gives us, if they’ve missed anything
we will catch it. Then we have to
take the information and put it
through two lenses: one is, how do
we communicate this to protect the
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public, and also how do we
communicate it to registrants so
they’ll buy in to the result.”
What advice would you give to
RMTs joining the Board in April
2018?
MW: “Listen, ask a lot of questions,
and do research. It’s just that
simple.”
CR: “Come in with an open mind.
Be willing to listen, be willing to
engage.”
BR: “I don’t know how many times
I’ve entered into a conversation
where I had a definite opinion of
how I was going to vote on an issue,
and then after listening to the
discussion around the table, how I
voted maybe would have changed
or maybe got reinforced because
I realized my colleagues around the
table were thinking the same way
I was. And so never going in with
an idea that this is how I’m going to
vote and this is what I’m going to
do. Really listening to what the
other perspective is because that’s
what Boards are all about: getting a
group of people together with a
common goal and understanding
how all of our perspectives can
create the direction we’re going in.”

Registration Committee

Catherine Ryan, R M T
C HA IR

Jane Abbott, R M T
Lynne Harris
Claudia Lee, R M T
Marilynne Waithman

Mandate
The Registration Committee oversees entry-level
registration, including the entry-to-practice
examination, reinstatement of former registrants, and
applications for return to active status, in accordance
with the Health Professions Act and CMTBC’s Bylaws.

Reinstatement requests and registration
investigations
•	Registration Committee members directed
investigations into applicants’ character and fitness
to practice where:

º	a former registrant applied for reinstatement
following disciplinary action,

Fulfilling the mandate

º	concerns about a former registrant’s fitness to

CMTBC’s entry-to-practice registration examination

º	information came to the College’s attention about

•	Two examination sittings were held in 2017: in March
and August/September.
•	Committee members carried out a review of the
registration examination format in 2017. CMTBC’s
examination has four components: two written
exams, a performance-based assessment, and a
proctored online exam. All four components must be
passed for a candidate to be eligible for registration.
The College’s psychometrics consultants are assisting
with the Committee’s review.
•	Committee members reviewed the Policy on
Accommodating Candidates with Disabilities for the
Registration Examination and directed that it be
updated.
•	The Committee directed that investigations into
character occur for several new applicants for
registration.
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practice arose, and
potentially inappropriate conduct by an applicant
pre-registration.
Registration Committee members reviewed the
accreditation standards published by the Canadian
Massage Therapy Council for Accreditation (CMTCA),
for the purposes of recommending to the College Board
of Directors a transition plan from the existing
accreditation standards in BC to those of the national
accreditation body.

Registrant Statistics

Registration Examination Candidates*
403

316

297

427

248

2017

2016

2015

2014**

2013

*	First-time registration examination
candidates only. Retakes of the registration
examination are not included.
**	In previous sittings, candidates were
required to pass three written
examinations prior to gaining access to
the Performance-Based Assessment. This
requirement was removed, resulting in a
higher number of candidates attending
the registration exams.

New Registrants

389

333

338

359

251

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

Status and Total Number of Registrants

Total registrants
Inactive registrants

4439

10

4183

Active registrants

4184

3937

3883

3653

256

247

230

2017

2016

2015

2017 C M TBC AN N UAL REPORT

3682
3413

3406

3131

269

275

2014

2013

Entry-level registration examination

In 2017, CMTBC’s entry-to-practice registration examination was completed
by 403 first-time candidates. This is a significant increase from the previous
year when there were 316 first-time registration examination candidates.
This is consistent with the year-by-year trend – the number of new registration
examination candidates has grown 36% since 2015.
CMTBC maintains historical data on
exam results. For the last three years,
the College has consistently tracked
performance of exam candidates by
their stream of entry. Candidates’
outcomes at the registration
examination are presented on pages
12-14, according to the pathways set
out in the College’s Bylaws:
•	Graduates from the eight BC
massage therapy programs listed
in Schedule A of CMTBC’s Bylaws
as recognized education programs.
•	Candidates who have applied
through the Credential and Prior
Learning Assessment (CPLA)
process. The CPLA pathway is
available to applicants with foreign
credentials and education, or
applicants who have completed
education they believe to be
substantially equivalent to
requirements for entry-level
practice as an RMT in BC.

11
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Listed alongside the results for the
above two categories is the
provincial aggregate, which
represents the percentage of all
candidates who successfully
completed the registration
examination.

For all categories, the
data on the next three
pages includes the
number of candidates
who completed the
registration examination,
the number who were
successful in passing
all four components,
and a calculation of the
percentage of those
who passed.
In cases where the number of
successful candidates from a

particular program is less than 10,
numbers are not provided, to
preserve the anonymity of
candidates.
“There are diverse streams of entry to
CMTBC’s registration examination,”
says Annette Ruitenbeek, CMTBC
Director, Professional Practice. “In
the interests of transparency, we
want to ensure that this information
is shared with the public.”
The College will publish exam results
in this format on its website after
every set of registration
examinations and annually in future
annual reports.

2017

Results of candidates’ first attempt at
CMTBC registration examination

Programs, CPLA, and
Provincial Aggregate

Participants

Participants Who Passed
Registration Exam*

Percentage of Participants Who Passed
Registration Exam

OVCMT

45

25

56%

VCMT

96

77

80%

WCCMT – NW

78

52

67%

WCCMT – Victoria

56

41

73%

VaCC – Burnaby

36

21

58%

VaCC – Kelowna

18

13

72%

Langara

23

20

87%

CDI – South Surrey

24

11

46%

CPLA***

27

4

15%

403

264

66%

Provincial Aggregate****

Percentage of participants who
passed registration exam
100

80

87%

80%
60

67%

73%

72%

66%

58%

56%
40

46%

20

15%
0

OVCMT

VCMT

WCMMT –
New Westminster

WCMMT –
Victoria

VaCC –
Burnaby

VaCC –
Kelowna

Langara

CDI –
South Surrey

CPLA***

Provincial
Aggregate****

Programs
OVCMT
Okanagan Valley College
of Massage Therapy

WCCMT – NW
West Coast College of Massage
Therapy – New Westminster

VaCC – Burnaby
Vancouver Career College –
Burnaby

Langara
Langara College Continuing Studies,
Massage Therapy program

VCMT
Vancouver College
of Massage Therapy

WCCMT – Victoria
West Coast College of Massage
Therapy – Victoria

VaCC – Kelowna
Vancouver Career College –
Kelowna

CDI
CDI College – South Surrey

* Successful candidates passed each of four components of the CMTBC registration exam administered in March and September.
***	Candidates in the Credential and Prior Learning Assessment (CPLA) stream have demonstrated substantial equivalence to CMTBC’s entry-level requirements.
These candidates are generally from outside of British Columbia. The CPLA grouping aggregates diverse streams of entry, therefore the data is anonymous.
**** Provincial aggregate represents all candidates who completed the registration examination from all streams of entry.
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2016

Results of candidates’ first attempt at
CMTBC registration examination

Programs, CPLA, and
Provincial Aggregate

Participants

Participants Who Passed
Registration Exam*

Percentage of Participants Who Passed
Registration Exam

OVCMT

44

29

66%

VCMT

70

59

84%

WCCMT – NW

78

57

73%

WCCMT – Victoria

44

29

66%

VaCC – Burnaby

28

15

54%

VaCC – Kelowna

6

**

**

Langara

21

14

67%

CPLA***

25

5

20%

Provincial Aggregate****

316

212

67%

Percentage of participants who
passed registration exam
100

80

84%
60

73%

66%

67%

66%

67%

54%

40

20

0

OVCMT

VCMT

WCMMT –
New Westminster

WCMMT –
Victoria

VaCC –
Burnaby

**

VaCC –
Kelowna

20%
Langara

CPLA***

Provincial
Aggregate****

Programs
OVCMT
Okanagan Valley College
of Massage Therapy

WCCMT – NW
West Coast College of Massage
Therapy – New Westminster

VaCC – Burnaby
Vancouver Career College –
Burnaby

VCMT
Vancouver College
of Massage Therapy

WCCMT – Victoria
West Coast College of Massage
Therapy – Victoria

VaCC – Kelowna
Vancouver Career College –
Kelowna

Langara
Langara College Continuing Studies,
Massage Therapy program

* Successful candidates passed each of four components of the CMTBC registration exam administered in March and September.
** To protect anonymity of individual candidates, data is not provided when a successful cohort from an education program consists of 10 or less people.
***	Candidates in the Credential and Prior Learning Assessment (CPLA) stream have demonstrated substantial equivalence to CMTBC’s entry-level requirements.
These candidates are generally from outside of British Columbia. The CPLA grouping aggregates diverse streams of entry, therefore the data is anonymous.
**** Provincial aggregate represents all candidates who completed the registration examination from all streams of entry.
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2015

Results of candidates’ first attempt at
CMTBC registration examination

Programs, CPLA, and
Provincial Aggregate

Participants

Participants Who Passed
Registration Exam*

Percentage of Participants Who Passed
Registration Exam

OVCMT

42

37

88%

VCMT

70

56

80%

WCCMT – NW

91

54

59%

WCCMT – Victoria

39

25

64%

VaCC – Burnaby

24

14

58%

VaCC – Kelowna

8

**

**

CPLA***

23

8

35%

Provincial Aggregate****

297

199

67%

Percentage of participants who
passed registration exam
100

80

88%
80%

60

64%

59%

67%
58%

40

35%

20

0

OVCMT

VCMT

WCMMT –
New Westminster

WCMMT –
Victoria

VaCC –
Burnaby

**

VaCC –
Kelowna

CPLA***

Provincial
Aggregate****

Programs
OVCMT
Okanagan Valley College
of Massage Therapy

WCCMT – NW
West Coast College of Massage
Therapy – New Westminster

VaCC – Burnaby
Vancouver Career College –
Burnaby

VCMT
Vancouver College
of Massage Therapy

WCCMT – Victoria
West Coast College of Massage
Therapy – Victoria

VaCC – Kelowna
Vancouver Career College –
Kelowna

Langara
Langara College Continuing Studies,
Massage Therapy program

* Successful candidates passed each of four components of the CMTBC registration exam administered in March and September.
** To protect anonymity of individual candidates, data is not provided when a successful cohort from an education program consists of 10 or less people.
***	Candidates in the Credential and Prior Learning Assessment (CPLA) stream have demonstrated substantial equivalence to CMTBC’s entry-level requirements.
These candidates are generally from outside of British Columbia. The CPLA grouping aggregates diverse streams of entry, therefore the data is anonymous.
**** Provincial aggregate represents all candidates who completed the registration examination from all streams of entry.
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Quality Assurance Committee

Marilynne Waithman

Jennifer Lie, R M T

C HA IR

(F ROM J U N E 2 0 1 7 )

Alison Esser, RM T

Sue Murphy

David Howes, RM T

(F ROM SEPT EM BE R 2 0 1 7 )

Richard Ingram, RMT

Shoko Nagai, R M T
(U N T IL A PRIL 2 0 1 7 )

Sandra Kriese, RM T
(U N TIL J U LY 2 0 1 7 )

Mandate
Section 16(2)(e) of the Health Professions Act requires
that CMTBC maintain a continuing competency
program to promote high practice standards amongst
registrants. The Quality Assurance Committee is
responsible for developing and maintaining this
program, and for reviewing standards of professional
practice.

Fulfilling the mandate
•	CMTBC’s quality assurance program is organized in
two-year cycles. In 2017, registrants were in Cycle 11,
which runs November 1, 2016 to October 31, 2018.
In this cycle, RMTs have had access to Collegeauthored online courses that provide instruction in
areas identified by:

º	the College’s Inquiry Committee, which
addresses complaints from the public and notes
areas of concern, and

º	College staff, who answer frequent requests for
information from RMTs.
•	Protecting patient information in a social media world
presents new challenges for health providers, even if
they don’t use social media on a daily basis. CMTBC’s
online course, Social Media Awareness for Massage
Therapists, highlights concerns for regulated health
professionals.
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•	All regulated health professionals are required to
maintain comprehensive clinical records for their
patients. CMTBC’s online course, Health Care
Records: Standard for Patient Records and Privacy
Legislation, provides comprehensive material to help
RMTs meet this requirement.
•	Quality Assurance Committee members dedicated
resources to clarify the content of both online
courses, and to help RMTs who are unfamiliar with
online learning.
•	CMTBC created free preview versions of both online
courses in the College’s Learning Centre. Members of
the public and RMTs are able to look at the online
courses and familiarize themselves with the
navigation tools and a portion of the content.
•	CMTBC developed an explanatory video on online
courses and posted it on the College website. The
video provides step-by-step instruction, with visual
cues, on how to:

º Sign onto the CMTBC Registrant Portal,
º Register for an online course,
º Access courses in CMTBC’s Learning Centre,
º	Maximize learning (study tips were provided), and
º Succeed in the exam at the end of each course.
•	Committee members advanced plans for the next
generation of CMTBC’s quality assurance program.
It is anticipated that the new program will be
introduced in 2020.

Patient Relations Committee

Michael Wiebe, RMT

Rachel Shiu, RMT

C H AI R

Marilynne Waithman

Richard Ingram, RMT

Mary Watterson

Jennifer Lie, RMT

( FROM NOVEMBER 2017)

Shoko Nagai, RMT

Marieka Zimmerman, RMT

( U N TI L MAR CH 2017)

( FROM JU NE 2017)

John Oliffe
( F R O M NOV EMBE R 2017)
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Fulfilling the mandate

The Patient Relations Committee is established under
section 19(1)(t) of the Health Professions Act. The Patient
Relations Committee provides oversight of one of
CMTBC’s core responsibilities under section 16 of the
Health Professions Act, which is to establish a patient
relations program to seek to prevent professional
misconduct of a sexual nature.

Over the past year, the Patient Relations Committee
fulfilled its mandate primarily by working to further
initiatives that help to educate registrants and the public
on professional boundaries and to prevent violations of
such boundaries by registrants. This has included
providing recommendations on the development of:

The Committee is also responsible for developing
guidelines for the conduct of registrants with their
patients and for developing educational programs to
prevent professional misconduct of a sexual nature.

•	An online course on the same topic.
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•	A practice standard on professional boundaries.

Inquiry Committee

Lorna Pawluk, Q.C .

Heather McDonald

C HA IR

(F ROM F EB R UARY 2 0 1 7

Nicholas Aubin

U N TIL A PRIL 2 0 1 7 )

(U N TIL A PRIL 2 0 1 7 )

James McGettigan, R M T

Sheila Cessford

Pamela Nonis, R M T

Lynne Harris

Brent Rowland, R M T

(F ROM A PRIL 2 0 1 7 )

Wendy Sanders, R M T

Kathryn Hodgson, RMT

(F ROM A PRI L 2 0 1 7 )

(U N TIL F EB RUA RY 2 0 1 7 )

Mandate
The Inquiry Committee is established under section
19(1)(t) of the Health Professions Act. The Committee
addresses complaints about the conduct and
competence of registered massage therapists, in
accordance with CMTBC’s mandate to protect the
public and Part 3 of the Act.

Fulfilling the mandate
In 2017, the Inquiry Committee fulfilled its mandate and
duties under the Health Professions Act by:
•	Investigating complaints and other matters on its
caseload of 52 new files that were opened and 28
files that were carried over from 2016.
•	Reviewing complaint dispositions (decisions) made
by the Registrar, and exercising its authority to either
approve the dispositions made by the Registrar or to
direct the Registrar to refer the files to the Inquiry
Committee for further investigation.
• Disposing of complaints and other matters.
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Among the cases handled by the Inquiry Committee was
one involving Jesse Brown, who was the subject of an
significant disciplinary order issued by the Committee
and consented to by the then-registrant. Read more
about this case on pages 20-21 of this report.
The charts accompanying this report on page 18
provide more detail about files opened in 2017,
including the types of complaints submitted, and the
dispositions (decisions) made by the Registrar and
Inquiry Committee.
A complainant has the right to apply for review of an
Inquiry Committee disposition by the Health Professions
Review Board (HPRB) within 30 days of when written
notice of the disposition is delivered to the complainant.
The HPRB conducts a review of the adequacy of the
investigation and the reasonableness of the disposition.
In 2017, no reviews were requested.

Inquiry Statistics

Inquiry Caseload
12
I N Q U I RY CO M M I T T EE I N I T I AT E D I N VE ST I GAT I O N S

80

Total Files

28

52

FI L E S CA RRI E D
OV E R FRO M 201 6

New Files

3
U N D E R T H E H E A LT H P R O F E SS I O N S
ACT “ D U T Y TO R E P O R T ”

52

37

N E W FI L E S

CO M P L A I N TS

36 Inquiry Dispositions
9
Dismissed by the Registrar (with Inquiry Committee approval) (HPA s. 32(3))

10

5
No further action taken – satisfactory conduct/competence (HPA s. 33(6)(a))

12

36

Informal resolution (HPA s. 33(6)(b))

DISPOSED OF
BY R E G I ST R A R
( W I T H I N Q U I RY
CO M M I T T E E
A P P R OVA L )

Files Closed

4
Closed after request for undertaking (HPA s. 33(6)(c) and s. 36)

26

2
Reprimand or remedial action by consent (HPA

DISPOSED OF
BY I N Q U I RY
CO M M I T T E E

s. 33(6)(c) and s. 36)

4
Citation (HPA s. 33(6)(d))

37 New Complaints by Primary Allegation Type*
18
Professional misconduct of a sexual nature

13
Professional misconduct other

5
Patient injury/ painful treatment

1
Practice outside scope
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* In 2017, there were no new complaints in the
fraudulent billing, contract disputes
(employment/locum), charting, and advertising
categories.

Discipline Committee

Marilynne Waithman

Kevin Murray

C H AI R

Shoko Nagai, RMT

Arny Abramson

( U NTIL MARCH 2017)

Nicholas Aubin

Wendy Sanders, RMT

( F R O M APR I L 2017)

( U NTIL AP RIL 2017)

Lynne Harris

Rachel Shiu, RMT

( U N TI L APR I L 2017)

Perminder Tung

Jennifer Lie, R MT

Michael Wiebe, RMT

Heather McDonald
( F R O M APR I L 2017)

Mandate

Fulfilling the mandate

The Discipline Committee is established under section
19(1)(t) of the Health Professions Act. The Committee
hears and determines any matters that have been
forwarded to it by the Inquiry Committee.

In 2017, the Discipline Committee fulfilled its mandate
and duties under the Health Professions Act by
addressing the case of then-registrant Jesse Brown, who
was the subject of four citations issued by the Inquiry
Committee.

Matters are forwarded when the Inquiry Committee
directs the Registrar to issue a citation to a registered
massage therapist who has been the subject of a
complaint (or an investigation initiated by the Inquiry
Committee). A citation is a formal charging document
that sets an inquiry matter over to a discipline hearing.
Only a very small percentage of complaints result in a
citation being issued.

•	The Discipline Committee consolidated the citations
to be heard together in a single hearing.
•	The Committee prepared for the hearing, however,
the hearing (scheduled for early 2018) did not
proceed, as the Inquiry Committee accepted a
consent proposal from Mr. Brown. Read more about
this case on pages 20-21 of this report.
As a result, no discipline hearings were held in 2017.
At the end of 2017, there were no citations outstanding.
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CMTBC achieves consent agreement with
registrant in significant misconduct case

Eric Wredenhagen, Registrar and CEO,
and Kate Parisotto, Director,
Inquiry and Discipline

On December 19, 2017, CMTBC issued a disciplinary order based on
a consent agreement with then-registrant Jesse Brown, in which Mr.
Brown agreed to resign as a registrant and also agreed that he would be
ineligible to apply for reinstatement for 30 years.
Specifically, the order by CMTBC’s Inquiry Committee
stipulated that Mr. Brown:
1.	resign his registration with CMTBC effective January
31, 2018;

a.	he engaged in inappropriate communications
with female patients, including personal and
sexually suggestive conversations in and out of
the treatment room;

2.	is not eligible to apply for reinstatement of
registration with CMTBC for a period of 30 years,
that is, until December 19, 2047; and

b.	he offered and/or consumed alcohol with a
patient in the treatment room;

3.	pay costs of $13,200 to CMTBC by December 19,
2018.

c.	he disclosed private information to patients
concerning other patients;

The 30-year prohibition on applying for reinstatement is
the longest in CMTBC’s history. To understand the
reasons for the severity of the order, it is necessary to
look at the facts of the case. Mr. Brown made the
following admissions:

20

1.	That, between November 2010 and June 2016,
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d.	he engaged in a personal, romantic, and sexual
relationship with a patient, including sexual
relations in the treatment room.
(Continued on next page ... )

C MTB C ACHIEVES CO NS ENT AG R EEM ENT W I T H R E G I ST R AN T I N S I G N I F I C AN T MI S CO N D U C T C AS E

2.	That, during CMTBC’s investigation into the complaints
of the patients, he attempted to mislead CMTBC by
falsifying text messages from one of the patients.

conduct to be fundamentally inconsistent with the
duties owed by registrants to patients, the profession,
and the public.

“It’s a significant case because it shows a pattern of
boundary violations and sexual misconduct,” says Kate
Parisotto, CMTBC’s Director, Inquiry and Discipline.
“One of the core duties for registered massage
therapists is one of the first provisions of CMTBC’s Code
of Ethics: to act in the patient’s best interests. And we
saw in this case a registrant acting out of personal
interest and not putting patients’ best interests first. He
was violating the fundamental trust that patients have in
registered health care professionals.”

After issuing the disciplinary order, CMTBC published a
public notice about the case on the College’s website
providing:

Eric Wredenhagen, the College’s Registrar and CEO,
outlines further why substantial disciplinary action was
needed:

“There was a trust and boundary violation
involving not only those patients with
whom he became personally involved,
but with all of the other patients whose
information he improperly disclosed.
And that’s why the trust and boundary
violation is so egregious and why the
College thought it was necessary to take
very significant action in this case.”
The case began in August 2016 when CMTBC received
the first of four complaints against Mr. Brown. The
Inquiry Committee thoroughly investigated each of the
complaints and issued multiple citations (later
consolidated into a single citation) giving notice of a
formal discipline hearing. At that point the case was
transferred to the College’s Discipline Committee and
CMTBC began preparing for a discipline hearing
scheduled to begin in January 2018.
Mr. Brown then submitted a Consent Order Proposal
that included the admissions listed above. The proposal
went to the Inquiry Committee to accept or reject, in
accordance with the Health Professions Act. The Inquiry
Committee reviewed the proposal and issued the
December 19, 2017 disciplinary order, which was
consented to. The Committee considered Mr. Brown’s
21
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•	Details of the disciplinary action taken by the College.
• Reasons for the action.
CMTBC also added information to Mr. Brown’s profile in
the CMTBC Public Register of RMTs in BC, including:
•	A note in the “Disciplinary Cancellations” section of
the profile that reads: “Pursuant to an Order of the
Inquiry Committee, Jesse Brown resigned his
registration effective January 31, 2018.”
• A link to the public notice about the case.
Achieving this outcome by means of a consent
agreement brings a number of advantages. “It is
preferential for the College because we’ve achieved the
public safety outcome without putting complainants
and witnesses through the difficult process of a
discipline hearing,” says Ms. Parisotto. “It’s also more
efficient and expedient. A discipline hearing is a formal
legal process that can take months to complete.”
From receipt of the initial complaint to issuance of a
disciplinary order, the process took 16 months. “For a
regulatory resolution, it’s fairly quick,” she says.
Mr. Wredenhagen emphasizes that while achieving
disciplinary outcomes by means of consent agreements
is desirable, the College is always prepared to go to
discipline hearings if appropriate. “We recognize that
we have to be ready to prosecute discipline hearings,”
he says. “What we won’t do is accept a less than
appropriate outcome to try to avoid a hearing.”
“We can’t know what the outcome would have been had
the case gone to a hearing,” adds Mr. Wredenhagen.
“But the outcome of this process is appropriate to the
seriousness of the former registrant’s misconduct and is
certainly what the College would have been seeking at
the hearing. Above all, this resolution achieves an
outcome that protects the public.”

Finance & Audit Committee

Nicholas Aubin

Bianca Ashe, R M T

C HA IR

Chris Hagey, R M T

(F ROM SEPTEM B ER 2 0 1 7 )

David Crawford
C HA IR
(U N TIL SEPT EM B ER 2 0 1 7 )

Mandate
The Finance & Audit Committee supports the Board by
providing detailed review and scrutiny of the College’s
finances. Although the Board is ultimately responsible
for financial oversight, the Committee’s support permits
the Board to devote more of its attention to policymaking and professional governance issues.
The Committee reviews and oversees all material
aspects of the College’s financial reporting, including:
•	Approving and monitoring the budget and financial
results;
•	Recommending and appointing an independent
auditor;
•	Receiving and acting upon results of the annual audit
report;
• Reporting to the Board on results of the annual audit;
•	Monitoring the implementation of the auditor’s
recommendations.

Fulfilling the mandate
The Committee met and reported to the Board regularly
throughout the year.
Highlights:
•	The Board approved a change in fiscal year end from
November 30 of each year to December 31 of each
year. As a result, the reporting period in this annual
report covers a 13-month period from November 30,
2016 to December 31, 2017. Going forward, the
registration year will coincide with the fiscal year, and
financial reports will be easier to read and
understand.
•	The format of the financial statements was
redesigned to allow for tracking of expenses in direct
relation to statutory functions. These revisions allow
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(U N TIL OC TO BE R 2 0 1 7 )

Ashley Leighton, R M T
Catherine Ryan, R M T

both Board and staff to monitor expenses more
effectively, and to take remedial action if necessary.
•	David Crawford, the Committee’s former Chair, and
Chris Hagey, RMT resigned due to competing
priorities in their professional lives. After gratefully
acknowledging their contribution, the Committee
took these changes as an opportunity to review the
Committee’s purpose. The Committee reaffirmed the
value of having a strong RMT perspective on the
College’s finances, and the immeasurable value of
freeing up the Board’s time to focus more of its
attention on governing the College and the
profession. Nicholas Aubin was elected Chair of the
Committee.
•	The College concluded the 13-month period more
favorably than anticipated. Contributing factors for
this situation included:

º	High number of exam candidates, leading to
increased examination fees and economies of
scale in offsetting expenses;

º	Higher than budgeted income from an increase
in the number of registrants; and

º	The absence of any discipline hearings (in part
because what would likely have been a lengthy
hearing was resolved by a consent agreement and
disciplinary order before it began).
•	A formal Financial Reserve Policy was developed and
approved by the Board. The amount of the Financial
Reserve will be assessed each year in conjunction
with the annual budget. At December 31, 2017,
$500,000 was transferred to the Financial Reserve
and has been accounted for in the audited financial
statements to December 31, 2017.
Grant Thornton LLP was reassigned to the financial
audit. The audited financial statements are presented in
condensed form on pages 23-25 in the annual report,
and are posted in full on CMTBC’s website.

Financial Statements at a glance

Statement of Financial Position

DECEMBER 31, 2017

NOVEMBER 30, 2016

ASSETS
Current assets		
Cash
$ 2,098,830
$ 611,420
Short-term investments		 916,335		300,000
Accounts receivable		
86		3,889
Prepaid expenses
59,850		22,004
			3,075,101		937,313
Intangible assets (Note 3)		 254,729		163,437
Property and equipment (Note 4)
107,200		
103,236
		

$ 3,437,030

$ 1,203,986

LIABILITIES
Current
Accounts payable (Note 5)
Deferred revenue

276,835
$
92,081
2,344,600		869,265

$

		

2,621,435		 961,346

Deferred lease inducements		
Deferred rent

14,627		17,878
4,875		4,785

2,640,937		 984,009
NET ASSETS
Unrestricted		
296,093		219,977
Internally restricted (Note 6)
500,000		–
		 796,093		
219,977
		

$ 3,437,030

$ 1,203,986

Complete audited financial statements and accompanying notes are available on the CMTBC website: cmtbc.ca
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Financial Statements at a glance

Statement of Operations

		
		

FOR THE 13 MONTHS
ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 2017

FOR THE YEAR
ENDED
NOVEMBER 30, 2016

INCOME
Registration fees
$ 2,286,965
$ 1,891,664
Examination fees		 586,690		466,134
Fines and assessment fees		 172,812		62,302
Registration application fees		 46,205		36,940
Other income		
72,900		30,539
Interest
13,827		5,484
		

$ 3,179,399

$ 2,493,063

EXPENSES
Office and administration
$ 1,683,633
$ 1,230,404
Registration and entry to practice		 404,706		355,552
Complaints and inquiry		 192,591		226,965
Discipline		
107,784		331,139
Quality assurance
85,941		84,143
Communication and publications		
60,666		38,209
Governance		
44,783		86,964
Title protection
23,179		–
		2,603,283		2,353,376
Excess of income over expenses

$

576,116

$

139,687

Complete audited financial statements and accompanying notes are available on the CMTBC website: cmtbc.ca
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Financial Statements at a glance

Statement of Changes in Net Assets

UNRESTRICTED

Balance, December 1, 2015

$

INTERNALLY
RESTRICTED

INTERNALLY
RESTRICTED

(statutory processes)
(Note 6)

(financial reserve)
(Note 6)

80,290

$

–

$

Original transfer		 (390,000)		 390,000 		

–

TOTAL

$ 80,290

–		

–

Excess (deficiency) of income 								
over expenses		 612,606		 (472,919)		
–		 139,687
Additional transfer

(82,919) 		

82,919		

–		

Balance, November 30, 2016		

219,977		

–		

–				

–		 219,977

Original transfer		 (1,122,000)		 622,000		 500,000		
Excess (deficiency) of income
over expenses		

899,670		 (323,554)		

–		

Transfer of unused portion		

298,446		 (298,446)		

–		

Balance, December 31, 2017

$ 296,093

$

–

$500,000

–
576,116

$796,093

Complete audited financial statements and accompanying notes are available on the CMTBC website: cmtbc.ca
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–			

Governance Committee

Lynne Harris
C HA IR

Brent Rowland, R M T
Catherine Ryan, R M T

Mandate
The Governance Committee develops and recommends
to the Board best practices and effective approaches to
strategic planning, organizational renewal,
organizational conduct, and risk management.

Fulfilling the mandate
In 2017, the Committee continued the work it began in
2016. Following extensive discussions both internally
and with the Board, the Committee put forward a new
Bylaw defining the Committee’s responsibilities and
powers. Following approval by the CMTBC Board and
the Ministry of Health, the new Bylaw will take effect on
May 5, 2018. The Bylaw:
•	Changes the Committee’s name to “Governance
Committee” from its former name, “Governance and
Human Resources Committee”;
•	Gives the Committee the power to appoint members
to, and remove them from, other College
committees;
•	Empowers the Committee to exercise employer
functions in relation to the Registrar/CEO on behalf
of the Board, although the Board will still have final
say on major decisions;
•	Formalizes the Committee’s role as an advisor to the
Board on structural and governance issues.
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Since there has not previously been a Bylaw defining
the Committee’s role, it functioned essentially in an
advisory capacity only. The development of this new
Bylaw is a significant step forward, as it brings
additional clarity to the Committee’s role and purpose.
The other major project for 2017 was the development,
working with an external consultant, of a formal performance evaluation system for CMTBC’s Registrar/CEO.
This is an important step forward, since it is the Registrar
who is responsible for ensuring the College’s financial
and operational stability, and for ensuring that the
Board’s policy decisions are given effect in a way that
allows the College to meet its public-interest mandate.
The new Registrar/CEO performance evaluation
system is therefore not only a means of assessing and
ensuring good performance in that key role, it is also a
way for the Committee and the Board as a whole to
make sure that their decisions are being effectively
translated into action.
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